SACOG Board of Directors

Item #12-12-21
Action

November 29, 2012

Update on Shared Services & New Initiatives Task Force and Action, if any,
Directing Staff to Take Further Action
Issue: During the Board Retreat, board members will have an opportunity to discuss Shared
Services & New Initiatives in greater detail, and provide direction for future SACOG activity in
this area.
Recommendation: Staff seeks Board direction for Shared Services & New Initiatives
activities in 2013.

Committee Action/Discussion: The Board Retreat (held immediately after the December 6
board meeting, in the SACOG Board Room) will focus on SACOG’s involvement in shared
services. Staff is seeking guidance on expanding agency activities to support continued regional
discussion of Shared Services & New Initiatives, interest in further exploration of specific shared
services as represented in concept proposals, and opportunities for a non-profit governance
structure to enhance flexibility and cost efficiencies for opt-in participation. City managers and
county administrators are invited to participate in the retreat.
Some of the shared service partnering or direct service delivery explored in the concept proposals
appear to be a natural extension of SACOG’s Strategic Plan and aligned with the agency’s
Overall Work Plan, while others may be independent efforts between jurisdictions or shared subregional interests. Some governance structures to be considered going forward include: sharing
between agencies, legal transfer of services to another agency, contracting (public or private),
establishment of a non-profit, and establishment of a joint powers authority.
The background for this discussion includes the materials provided to the policy committees in
November: the 2012 Summary of Task Force Activity (Attachment A), an overview of the
SACOG’s Strategic Plan and OWP alignment including criteria questions for new initiatives
(Attachment B), aggregate response to survey question about current shared services activity and
interest (Attachment C), aggregate response to survey question of value for considering specific
services as shared service opportunities (Attachment D), and staff analysis of early opportunity
areas (Attachment E). In addition, the committees received two handouts: a national scan of
metropolitan planning organizations and council of governments across the country and their
functions (Attachment F) and eight concept proposals representing potential shared services for
discussion (Attachment G).
New material that did not go before the committees is a paper on the issues for the Board to
discuss relating to those services when SACOG would deliver shared services (Attachment H).
This new attachment also includes background material on shared services delivery and
governance options that will be used when evaluating new shared service arrangements.

The SACOG Board will have the opportunity to deliberate, amend and take action on the
following staff recommendations based on Shared Services & New Initiatives Task Force work
in 2012.
Shared Services Draft Staff Recommendations/Motions
I. Review Policy Framework including context for SACOG’s Strategic Plan Goals and
Performance Measures.
A. Within Attachment B are criteria/questions for the Board to use in deciding on
new initiatives.
Staff recommends the Board adopt the criteria/questions (which are only slightly
amended from a document the Board has been using informally for several years).
B. Within Attachment B, Goal #3, is a series of activities to support the pursuit of
shared services on an on-going basis (repeated below).
Staff recommends the Board adopt these activities:
•

research, analyze and prioritize new regional partnership opportunities and
services;

•

develop communication strategies and tools for sharing information and
identifying partnering opportunities, including;
o Web-based center for matching services & needs between local
agencies;
o annual conference (highlight best practices and shared services
focus initially)
o work in advisory role with regional managers and sub groups
o convene policy and department staff discussion groups as needed
o expand best practice highlights/sharing opportunities; and

•

review interim successes and lessons learned for future work plans.

II. Review Shared Service Concept Proposals reflective of interest from member
jurisdictions in regional survey, Working Group discussions, member visits and Task
Force discussions.
Within Attachment G, are eight concept proposals (listed below) developed by staff to
facilitate discussion of potential shared service partnering opportunities reflective of input
from member jurisdictions.
Staff recommends that the Board direct staff to continue with more in depth feasibility
analysis of these 8 concepts (working with member jurisdiction staff, city managers and

county executives, and other regional partners) and report back by Spring 2013 in time for
results to be considered in next year’s budget and OWP.

III.

•

General Plan Technical Support

•

Compensation Survey

•

Regional Advocacy

•

Pooled Purchasing and Pooled Risk

•

Information Technology and Web Support

•

Regional Grant Writer

•

Travel Demand Model Forecasting and Analysis Services

•

Linking Local and Regional Plans to Support Economic Development

Following discussion at the Board Committee meetings, staff has prepared a paper on
organizational structure options for future Shared Services & New Initiatives
activities initiated by SACOG (Attachment H).
Staff recommends that the Board discuss these options and give staff direction on
which of them they would like staff to develop further for Board consideration in
Spring 2013. The options are:
•

Within SACOG’s current organizations structure as MPO and COG;

•

Formation of JPA; or

•

Formation of Non-Profit.

Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:RS:ts:ef
Attachments
Key Staff:

Kirk Trost, Chief Operations Officer, (916) 340-6210
Rebecca Sloan, Director of External Affairs & Member Services, (916) 340-6224
Matt Carpenter, Director of Transportation Services, (916) 340-6276
Gordon Garry, Director of Research & Analysis (916)340-6230
Greg Chew, Senior Planner, (916) 340-6227
Joe Concannon, Data Services Manager, (916) 340-6234
Erik Johnson, Government & Media Affairs Coordinator, (916) 340-6247
Bruce Griesenbeck, Principal Transportation Analyst, (916) 340-6268
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Attachment A

Shared Services & New Initiatives Task Force
2012 Summary of Activity
January 2012
SACOG Board Chair Peter Hill establishes Shared Services & New
Initiatives Task Force with charge of discussing items to find cost
savings or service improvements and appoints Directors Knight and
Hodges, as Chair and Vice Chair.

Spring (March-April)
Task Force and SACOG share best practices and discuss Shared
Services & New Initiatives Work Plan

Summer (June – Aug)
SACOG staff researches governance structures and shared
service delivery options, including shared services activities in
other councils of governments

SACOG staff meets with member jurisdictions represented on
Task Force for listening sessions

Fall (Sept-Oct)
SACOG staff surveys regional managers (city managers
and county executives) about their current shared services
activities and potential interests
Task Force reviews shared service survey responses; asks
staff to organize ideas and identify possible early-action
shared services.
SACOG staff forms Working Group of regional managers to
review survey results, identify areas of interest, and consider
process for gathering more information from jurisdictions.

SACOG staff develops worksheet reflecting specific services
of regional interest ranked high or very high by survey
participants, regionally and subregionally. Staff also identifies
current shared services areas of high value/low activity.
Task Force discusses worksheet analysis and working group
input. SACOG staff shares survey results and Task Force
input with regional managers. Regional managers indicate
interest in new service delivery options for cost savings.

November
Task Force considers:

•

Process for exploring and implementing shared services

•

Shared Services connections to Strategic Plan and OWP

•

•

Existing Board criteria questions for new initiatives

Examples of shared services concepts for technical
assistance, contracting/purchasing efficiency, and
planning/policy support

Attachment B
Policy Framework
Included in this attachment is a discussion of the criteria that has guided the establishment of new initiatives. What
follows is how shared services initiatives fit within the context of the SACOG Strategic Plan and Overall Work Program
(OWP).
Criteria for Establishing New Initiatives
At an October meeting of the Shared Services Task Force, staff committed to providing a summary of the policies that
have guided SACOG’s participation in new initiatives and how shared services fit within SACOG’s existing strategic plan.
Criteria to consider the launch of a new initiative or activity were established by the Board in 2006/07. The 11 areas,
which are listed below, provide a foundation for measuring new initiatives and key questions to address for successful
implementation.
These criteria were first applied to form the Task Force on Flood Protection established in 2006. SACOG’s role and the
activities undertaken by this two-year effort were guided by the criteria.
The adopted criteria for new initiatives are:
1. Does the issue significantly relate to SACOG’s primary responsibilities, such as: growth forecasts, projecting
future land use patterns for the MTP, writing and implementing the MTP/MTIP/STIP, air quality findings,
regional housing plan?
2. Are there economies of scale from conducting the function regionally?
3. Is their knowledge or value that is uniquely attainable through conducting the function at a regional scale, and is
there anyone else better suited to provide the regional connections (i.e., is there a vacuum)?
4. What function(s) would SACOG provide (circle as many as appropriate)?
− Develop data
− Conduct analysis
− Convene stakeholders for purpose of increasing their knowledge
− Convene stakeholders for purpose of reaching agreement about taking some kind of action
− Be a source of funding
− Directly provide a service
5. What would be the role of SACOG’s members? Would this add value for them? Save them money? Duplicate
anything they currently are doing?
6. What would be the role of other key public and non-governmental stakeholders? Would this add value for
them? Would it duplicate anything they currently are doing?
7. Would this be something the region might leverage into entrepreneurial activities or innovations in the public or
private sector in the future?
8. Would this be something SACOG would do once, a few times, or would it become an on-going part of SACOG’s
work program?
9. How would the function be funded? Dedicated funding sources? New or old funding? Short-term or
permanent?
10. Where the expertise would be attained? Existing SACOG staff? New SACOG staff? Staff from members of other
public or non-governmental stakeholders? Consultants?
1

11. Would performing the function require SACOG to reduce performance in other areas of its work program? If so,
which areas? How much? For how long? Would the consequence be major or minor?
12. What are the chances for success?
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Shared Services in the Context of SACOG Strategic Plan and Overall Work Program
SACOG launched a strategic planning effort in 2009 to guide decision making and priority setting. Three goals with
supportive strategies and performance indicators were established through a collaborative process engaging the Board
and staff, and culminating in the strategic plan the Board adopted in 2010.
In addition to assisting the Board in organizing and establishing its priorities, the Strategic Plan helps the agency
modernize and improve the Overall Work Program (OWP) development process. It does this by better linking the
agency’s annual budget and staff allocation to activities determined to offer the highest strategic value.
The Strategic Plan and OWP offer a framework that can guide SACOG’s work as a partner with its member agencies to
meet the demands of providing high quality services in a time of scarce resources. In order to illustrate this point,
illustrative concept proposals are briefly described below by the performance indicator they most closely support. Note
that these are just examples of the various shared service concepts surveyed that align well with SACOG’s Strategic Plan
and OWP priorities.
Strategic Plan Goal 1: Sustain the agency’s emphasis on information-based decision making by providing state-of-theart data and tools to members, partners, stakeholders and residents to help them shape the futures of their
communities and the region.
Strategies:
• Increase opportunities for member jurisdictions to utilize regional data, models and analysis to analyze impacts
of their decisions on transportation, land use, air quality and other policy areas that affect quality of life.
• Increase agency capacity to provide scientific information and analysis of transportation, land use, air quality,
and other matters of regional importance.
OWP Context:
In recent years, Goal 1 work activities focused on regional travel model enhancements and ongoing technical analysis
to support the completion of the region’s first Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) / Sustainable Communities
Strategy (SCS) and associated environmental impact report (EIR). In the current OWP, the focus shifts to sharing with
member agencies the new tools and data developed that can inform and support local decision making. One of the
means to achieve this outcome will be an update of SACOG’s website to more easily share new maps and data from
the MTP/SCS development process. In addition to increased technical support for member agencies, further
refinements of existing tools are planned and new ones will be developed that integrate the agency’s core expertise
in transportation and land use planning with new topical areas, including land use economics and public health.
Additional priority Goal 1 activities in the current OWP include increased education, engagement and policy analysis
in support of SACOG’s Strategic Plan. Other Goal 1 activities that may eventually lead to shared service opportunities
include the deployment of a universal transit fare card (Connect Card) and new 511 traveler information tools.
Goal 1 Performance Indicators:
A.

Members and planning partners routinely use a combination of appropriate planning tools (e.g., I-PLACE3S and
SACSIM) to conduct technical analysis of general plan updates, corridor plans, transportation circulation plans,
and neighborhood and community plans, and use of such planning tools by stakeholders and residents to
evaluate proposed development projects.
Shared Service Concept Proposal: Travel Demand Forecasting (TDF) & Analysis Services
Direct SACOG involvement in TDF services would provide a higher level of consistency in data and
assumptions across agencies than currently exists. For most projects and studies, SACOG’s TDF model is
more advanced and has more capabilities than the simpler models used by most agencies.
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B. Interactive, information-based citizen engagement practices are commonly used by members in support of
general plan updates, development of neighborhood and community plans, and evaluation of the impacts of
significant proposed development projects. The Agency has an effective and active process for sharing
information about SACOG activities with staff in service to local government.
Shared Service Concept Proposal: IT & Web Support
Greater access to information for local agency staff and residents would improve public information and
public engagement coordination in the region. For member agencies, increased web access to agencyspecific demographic information would offer near-term support to prepare successful grant
applications. Longer-term, improved data sharing offers benefits to land use monitoring, forecasting,
housing elements, modeling and other planning activities.
C. Appointment to the SACOG Board is viewed as an attractive opportunity for local elected officials and SACOG’s
Board members are actively engaged in pursuing the mission of the agency and the agency’s local, state and
national recognition for leadership in the implementation of information rich, consensus-driven regional efforts
to improve the quality of life in the region continues to be enhanced. SACOG actively engages in providing
information to all elected leaders about the role it plays in regional affairs and how this role contributes to an
improved quality of life.
Shared Service Concept Proposal: Linking Local and Regional Plans to Support Economic Development
As the region slowly recovers from a deep recession, realizing economic development opportunities is a
key to restoring the region’s high quality of life. SACOG’s role in regional-scale physical planning can
support the implementation of regional to local economic development strategies with analytical tools
and research. Additionally, the SACOG Board has the potential to be a forum that facilitates the
coordination of small, medium and large jurisdictions in economic development support activities.
Potential benefits include the regional sharing of assets and needs to leverage unique economic
development opportunities.
Strategic Plan Goal 2: Maximize strategic influence for the region through developing and implementing integrated
regional transportation plans that produce unique and significant quality of life benefits for residents of the region.
Strategies:
• Consolidate, expand and maximize strategic advantage from the agency’s state and national leadership role and
access to the best tools and methods for preparing an outstanding MTP.
• Maximize the benefits of comprehensive planning and project implementation in the Sacramento region.
OWP Context:
Realizing MTP/SCS implementation opportunities is a primary Goal 2 focus in the current OWP. The MTP/SCS
strengthens transportation-land use-air quality connections and furthers the integration of the Regional
Blueprint Strategy, Rural-Urban Connections Strategy (RUCS), and Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA)
with ongoing core activities, such as transportation programming and air quality planning. Helping member
agencies realize CEQA streamlining opportunities made possible by the MTP/SCS is a priority effort in the new
OWP, as is the launch of new RUCS initiatives that include a feasibility study on the potential for specialty crops
to be the foundation of a local food system that benefits the rural economy. Other planned work activities to
support Goal 2 include assistance to local agencies amending their general plan housing elements to incorporate
new RHNA numbers, maintaining strong transportation project delivery, and developing implementation
strategies for early year MTP/SCS investments. Short-range transit plans and a deeper analysis of new mobility
options, including plug-in electric vehicles, are examples of new transportation-related MTP/SCS implementation
efforts that may eventually lead to new shared service opportunities.
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Goal 2 Performance Indicators:
A.

SACOG’s MTP will remain a leader in the state in improving per capita VMT, congestion, air emissions and other
performance measures that advance the quality of life.
Shared Service Concept Proposal: General Planning Services
Enhancing quality of life performance outcomes can be supported by a greater coordination of
transportation/land use/air quality planning efforts across the region. For example, greater alignment of
growth forecasts and investment priorities in local general plans and the regional MTP/SCS helps achieve
good performance measures that track quality of life. Also, clear and consistent documentation between
general plan and MTP/SCS environmental documents may result in greater CEQA streamlining
opportunities through SB375.

B.

SACOG will leverage its high performing MTP/SCS to secure additional funding and policy support from federal,
state and local sources to build key projects sooner than would otherwise be possible.
Shared Service Concept Proposal: Regional Advocacy
SACOG has helped manage regional advocacy coalitions, and also has experience participating in
statewide and national coalitions with varying degrees of effectiveness. Due to the recession over the
past few years, several member jurisdictions have had to let go of, or dramatically reduce, the scope of
their advocacy contracts and are relying solely on internal staff for a host of advocacy functions. There
may be natural partnership opportunities on issues relevant to economic development, infrastructure
and natural resources to support coalition effort on issues of regional and local significance.
Shared Service Concept Proposal: Grant Writing
Competitive funding opportunities require sufficient resources to research opportunities, develop an
effective application strategy, and produce successful applications. Within the six-county region, there
are varying levels of staff capacity for competing for these funding opportunities. There is an opportunity
for SACOG to provide support for both individual local grants and partnership applications.

Strategic Plan Goal 3: Serve as a source of high quality information, convener, and/or advocate on a range of regional
issues when the agency’s involvement would provide unique, added value to promoting a sustainable future for the
region.
Strategies:
• Continue to expand SACOG’s data and modeling capability to include topics that influence transportation
behavior and planning (e.g., energy, climate change, land use economics and infrastructure).
• Assist regional partners with the evaluation of functional service delivery opportunities and act upon ones that
will most assist the agencies.
• Analyze options for increasing SACOG’s financial analysis and capacity so that it is able to serve the region if and
when new service needs are identified.
OWP Context:
Work activities in the current OWP focus on facilitating a dialogue between member jurisdictions on opportunities for
shared services. Outcomes from these planned efforts may lead to new SACOG initiatives later that reflect the
agency’s unique role as a forum for issues of regional concern.
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Goal 3 Performance Indicators:
A. Deliver cost savings to local governments by building the capacity of the agency in areas of highest need to
member jurisdictions, and/or leveraging new revenues in collaboration with local governments.
Shared Service Concept Proposal: Technical Capacity Services
In a Fall 2012 survey of SACOG members, technically-oriented shared services (Travel Demand
Forecasting & Analysis Services, IT/Web Support, Support for Economic Development, General Plan
Technical Support) demonstrated medium to high degrees of support. The shared service concepts in
these disciplines may deliver near-term cost savings to local governments and a long-term benefit to
SACOG through increasing staff technical capacity. The increased SACOG capacity provides an
opportunity for additional collaborations with local governments and new leveraging opportunities that
may result in even greater cost savings, efficiencies, and innovations across the region.
Shared Service Concept Proposal: Pooled Purchasing & Pooled Risk
In a Fall 2012 survey of SACOG members, a medium to high degree of interest was expressed by small or
medium-sized jurisdictions. For these jurisdictions, a regional shared service may offer access to goods or
services that would otherwise be cost-prohibitive. Several types of pooled purchasing and pooled risk
could be coordinated at the regional level and may result in cost savings to local governments. These
opportunities include pooled materials purchasing, pooled equipment purchasing, pooled service
purchasing, and insurance/risk management pooling.
Shared Service Concept Proposal: Compensation Survey
In a Fall 2012 survey of SACOG members, many agencies ranked this as a medium or high interest area,
and also an area where there is little current activity. There was high interest among SACOG Directors
and city managers/county executives. Potential benefits include cost savings for HR support, improved
and standardized compensation surveys, and access to up-to-date compensation information
B. SACOG’s member services program will increase coordination activities relating to assistance with policy
development, joint project delivery, grant development, and requests for technical assistance as measured by
increase in requests from member jurisdictions for assistance and resulting grant acquisition or more integrated
policy making.
Shared Services Concept Proposal: Task Force, Board Retreat & Future Activities
Board guidance through the Task Force & Board Retreat is structured to provide critical input on the
various shared service concept proposals and associated policy principles. These forums will also vet
feasible governance models and identify future activities to move forward a regional shared services
program.
Draft Shared Services Work Plan Element:
• Research, analyze and prioritize new regional partnership opportunities and services
• Develop communication strategies and tools for sharing information and identifying partnering
opportunities. Potential strategies & tools:
o Web-based center for matching services & needs between local agencies
o annual conference (highlight best practices and shared services focus initially)
o work in advisory role with regional managers and sub groups
o convene policy and department staff discussion groups as needed
o expand best practice highlights/sharing opportunities
• Review interim successes and lessons learned for future work plans
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Attachment C

General Service Categories: Interested in Shared Service vs. Existing Shared Service
(Draft October 11, 2012)
Column 1

General Service Category

Column 2

My organization may be
interested in shared services in My organization currently shares
this service area
this service

Fleet/Facility Management
Human Resources
Development Services
Planning/Zoning/Permitting/G.P. Support
Procurement Services
Information Technology
Streets and Sanitation
Disability Services
Public Works
Clerk Services/Archiving/Doc. Sharing
Parks and Recreation
Economic Development
Finance and Accounting
Gen'l Counsel/Risk Mgmt/Contr.Template
Budget and Management
Business Affairs/Consumer Protection
Gov't Affairs/Joint or Regional Advocacy
Public Health
Water Management
Human/Social Services
Police

61%
57%
54%
50%
46%
57%
46%
32%
43%
32%
39%
54%
25%
32%
11%
14%
36%
21%
29%
21%
18%

4%
0%
4%
0%
4%
14%
7%
0%
11%
4%
11%
29%
7%
21%
0%
4%
29%
14%
21%
18%
18%

Housing/Fair Housing Educ.and Enforc.Svc

29%

32%

Emergency Management
Fire/Emergency Medical Service
Transportation/Transit
Library
Animal Care and Regulation

36%
32%
32%
18%
21%

50%
46%
54%
54%
71%

Source: SACOG, October, 2012
Based on responses by SACOG Board members and local government managers to Shared Service survey, administered in
September 2012, with 25 respondents from 22 jurisdictions providing substantive responses.
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Attachment D

Board/Managers Survey Responses to Specific Services Questions: % in Each Category
(Draft October 9, 2012)
Please indicate using the 1 to 6 scale, indicate how much you believe that each
item should be provided as a shared service, regardless of who the service
provider would be, and regardless of whether it would be performed on a regional
level or a sub-regional level:
Response
1. Don't
know/nee Count
d more
informatio
n

5. High
Interest

Grant application coordination – promote regional or sub-regional application
coordination
Grant writing – Develop cross-jurisdictional teams to write sub-regional or regional
grant applications, lowering the cost to each individual jurisdiction while
increasing the chance of success through cooperative submissions

21%

25%

46%

4%

4%

0%

24

24%

24%

44%

4%

4%

0%

25

Information sharing and coordination of service level planning and level of service
standards
Compiling all local government development impact fees into a common database
and identifying commonalities/differences and best practices

8%

38%

29%

17%

0%

8%

24

19%

38%

35%

4%

4%

0%

26

24%

28%

40%

4%

0%

4%

25

24%

44%

20%

8%

0%

4%

25

36%
24%
32%
32%

28%
28%
20%
28%

32%
40%
36%
28%

4%
8%
12%
12%

0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

25
25
25
25

32%

36%

20%

8%

0%

4%

25

8%
8%
12%
12%
22%
12%

12%
36%
48%
48%
17%
24%

40%
32%
28%
24%
30%
36%

28%
20%
8%
12%
26%
16%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
4%

12%
4%
4%
4%
4%
8%

25
25
25
25
23
25

Gov Aff 2 Regional ombudsman with state agencies on project delivery
Gov Aff 3 Regional ombudsman with federal agencies on regulatory impacts
Gov Aff 4 Shared services JPAs, MOUs and contracts: Compile and keep updated an
inventory of existing JPA bylaws, MOUs, and contracts between local government
and partner agencies that set forth the methods for shared services delivery

12%
12%
16%

16%
20%
32%

40%
44%
40%

16%
12%
12%

12%
8%
0%

4%
4%
0%

25
25
25

Gov Aff 5 Inventory local government and JPA approaches to state advocacy (i.e.
advocate/consultant contracts, staff) and determine if there are opportunities to
consolidate or better coordinate this function subregionally or regionally

12%

28%

36%

20%

4%

0%

25

Gov Aff 6 Inventory local government and JPA approaches to federal advocacy (i.e.
advocate/consultant contracts, staff) and determine if there are opportunities to
consolidate or better coordinate this function subregionally or regionally

16%

24%

32%

24%

4%

0%

25

HR 1

16%

48%

24%

12%

0%

0%

25

16%

44%

24%

16%

0%

0%

25

20%

28%

28%

20%

4%

0%

25

29%
28%

33%
32%

25%
28%

8%
12%

4%
0%

0%
0%

24
25

Nat Res 1 Compiling existing local government Climate Action Plans into common database
and identifying commonalities/differences and best practices
Nat Res 2 Providing technical support for local government Climate Action Plans
Nat Res 3 Providing communication and coordination support to local governments on
Climate Action Plans to identify opportunities for joint action, either subregionally
or regionally
Nat Res 4 Technical Support for local government natural resources planning (e.g. Habitat
Conservation Plans, Integrated Water Planning, open space plans)

20%

28%

36%

16%

0%

0%

25

20%
20%

28%
20%

36%
48%

16%
12%

0%
0%

0%
0%

25
25

20%

28%

40%

12%

0%

0%

25

Nat Res 5 Providing subregional and/or regional resource inventories (GIS maps and data)

16%

32%

40%

12%

0%

0%

25

Nat Res 6 Local governments working alongside state and/or federal resource agencies to
maximize influence
Developing a regional information sharing network for School Facility Planning
Plan 1

24%

20%

40%

12%

0%

4%

25

8%

16%

32%

36%

0%

8%

25

Plan 2
Plan 3
Plan 4
Plan 5
Plan 6

Interactive citizen engagement tools for local plans
Growth projections (population and land use) for local plans
Traffic impact modeling and analysis for local plans
Air quality impact modeling and analysis for local plans
Technical support for maximizing CEQA streamlining benefits from SB375 for local
plans
Support to local governments in preparing common local government planning
documents like General Plans, Housing Elements, Specific and Community Plans
(and their EIRs)
Compiling all local government zoning codes related to infill development into a
common database and identifying commonalities/differences and best practices

16%
24%
28%
32%
32%

24%
40%
32%
32%
32%

44%
32%
32%
32%
28%

12%
4%
8%
4%
4%

4%
0%
0%
0%
4%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

25
25
25
25
25

36%

20%

24%

12%

8%

0%

25

36%

12%

28%

20%

4%

0%

25

Provide facilitation services for local government community and stakeholder
engagement activities
Planning-related Website and Web services support
Feasibility analysis of the region's food system infrastructure (eg, processing and
distribution).

20%

24%

28%

24%

4%

0%

25

20%
24%

16%
16%

36%
28%

24%
24%

4%
8%

0%
0%

25
25

Answer Options

Budget 1
Budget 2

Budget 3
Dev 1

Analysis tools to help local government assess the local government fiscal impacts
of planning choices
Promoting best practices and developing a regional toolkit for the development of
Dev 3
infrastructure plans and/or financing districts
Econ 1
Growth projections (regional and subregional)
Econ 2
Housing market demand research
Econ 3
Retail market demand research
Econ 4
Research on opportunities for employment growth, and the types, amount and
location of land supply to encourage employment growth
Econ 5
Research on development economics for different sub-areas of the region (urban,
inner and outer ring suburban, rural)
Fin 1
Coordination of Financing authority (bonding)
Fin 2
Pooled purchasing of services (e.g., various consulting services)
Fin 3
Pooled purchasing of materials (e.g., fuel)
Fin 4
Pooled purchasing of equipment (e.g., vehicles)
Fin 5
Pooled insurance/risk management
Gov Aff 1 Provide facilitation/mediation services subregionally to local governments and
partner agencies to help form agreements for common action
Dev 2

HR 2
HR 3

IT 1
IT 2

Plan 7

Plan 8

Plan 9
Plan 10
Plan 11

Compile and keep updated all local government and JPA compensation surveys
into a common database
Provide coordination services to assist local governments and JPAs to find costeffective ways to consolidate compensation surveys
Collective Bargaining Agreements: Compile and keep updated all local
government, transit agencies, and JPA compensation agreements in a common
database
Website and Web services support
Demographic forecast and land use forecast mapping site to assist agencies with
grant applications, infrastructure and school facilities planning

4. Medium 3. No or
Interest
Low
interest

2. Do NOT
support
this as a
potential
shared

6. Very
High
Interest

Ref #

Attachment E
Potential for Regional Shared Services (Draft October 11, 2012)

Data/
Information

Column 3

Column 4

Reference #

High Interest/Low Current
Shared Service Activity2

Service
Categories

Column 2

Survey Response - Interest
Level1

Column 1

Specific Service

Growth projections (regional and subregional)

MPO function - MTP service with possibility for expansion

Plan 3
Plan 5

Growth projections (population and land use) for local plans

MPO function - MTP service with possibility for expansion
MPO function - MTP service with possibility for expansion

X

Plan 6

X

HR 1

X

IT 1

X

Plan 4

IT 2
Econ 2
Econ 3
Nat Res 2
Nat Res 4
Nat Res 5

Air quality impact modeling and analysis for local plans
Technical support for maximizing CEQA streamlining benefits from SB375 for local plans
Compile and keep updated all local government and JPA compensation surveys into a
common database
Website and Web services support
Traffic impact modeling and analysis for local plans
Research on opportunities for employment growth, and the types, amount and location of
land supply to encourage employment growth
Demographic forecast and land use forecast mapping site to assist agencies with grant
applications, infrastructure and school facilities planning
Housing market demand research
Retail market demand research
Providing technical support for local government Climate Action Plans
Technical Support for local government natural resources planning (e.g. Habitat
Conservation Plans, Integrated Water Planning, open space plans)
Providing subregional and/or regional resource inventories (GIS maps and data)

MPO function - SCS related service with possibility for expansion
Potential COG function - new potential service
MPO/COG - existing service for one transit agency; new potential
service to members
MPO/COG - new potential service
MPO/COG function - MTP service with possibility for expansion
MPO/COG - related function to MTP service with possibility for
expansion
MPO/COG - related function to RHNA service with possibility for
expansion
MPO/COG - related function to MTP service with possibility for
expansion
MPO/COG - related function to MTP service with possibility for
expansion
MPO/COG - related function to MTP service with possibility for
expansion
MPO/COG - related function to MTP service with possibility for
expansion

X

Plan 8

Compiling all local government zoning codes related to infill development into a common
database and identifying commonalities/differences and best practices

MPO/COG - new potential service

X

HR 2

Provide coordination services to assist local governments and JPAs to find cost-effective
ways to consolidate compensation surveys

COG - new potential service

X

X

Compiling all local government development impact fees into a common database and
identifying commonalities/differences and best practices
Compiling existing local government Climate Action Plans into common database and
Nat Res 1
identifying commonalities/differences and best practices
Shared services JPAs, MOUs and contracts: Compile and keep updated an inventory of
Gov Aff 4 existing JPA bylaws, MOUs, and contracts between local government and partner agencies
that set forth the methods for shared services delivery
Collective Bargaining Agreements: Compile and keep updated all local government, transit
HR 3
agencies, and JPA compensation agreements in a common database
Information sharing and coordination of service level planning and level of service standards
Budget 3
Dev 1

Inventory local government and JPA approaches to state advocacy (i.e. advocate/consultant
Gov Aff 5 contracts, staff) and determine if there are opportunities to consolidate or better coordinate
this function subregionally or regionally
Inventory local government and JPA approaches to federal advocacy (i.e.
Gov Aff 6 advocate/consultant contracts, staff) and determine if there are opportunities to consolidate
or better coordinate this function subregionally or regionally
Providing communication and coordination support to local governments on Climate Action
Nat Res 3
Plans to identify opportunities for joint action, either subregionally or regionally
Planning-related Website and Web services support
Plan 10
Gov Aff 1

X

COG - new potential service
COG - new potential service
COG - new potential service
MPO/COG - new potential service

MPO/COG - new potential service
MPO/COG - new potential service
MPO/COG - related to current GIS and web services with
possibility for expansion
COG - new potential service

Developing a regional information sharing network for School Facility Planning
Coordination of Financing authority (bonding)

Dev 3

Promoting best practices and developing a regional toolkit for the development of
infrastructure plans and/or financing districts

MPO/COG - new potential service

Econ 5
X

MPO/COG - new potential service

Plan 1
Fin 1

Gov Aff 2

X

Provide facilitation/mediation services subregionally to local governments and partner
agencies to help form agreements for common action
Regional ombudsman with federal agencies on regulatory impacts

MPO/COG - new potential service

MPO/COG - related to current legislative activities with possibility
for expansion
MPO/COG - related to current legislative activities with possibility
for expansion
COG - new potential service
MPO/COG - new potential service

Gov Aff 3

Service
Delivery

Notes on Potential SACOG service: Explanation on whether
SACOG currently provides related service; whether via MPO
and/or COG function3

Econ 1

X

Planning / Policy

Column 6

X
X

Econ 4

Coordination/
Colloboration

Column 5

Plan 7

Regional ombudsman with state agencies on project delivery

Research on development economics for different sub-areas of the region (urban, inner and
outer ring suburban, rural)
Support to local governments in preparing common local government planning documents
like General Plans, Housing Elements, Specific and Community Plans (and their EIRs)

Analysis tools to help local government assess the local government fiscal impacts of
planning choices
Local governments working alongside state and/or federal resource agencies to maximize
Nat Res 6
influence
Provide facilitation services for local government community and stakeholder engagement
Plan 9
activities
Plan 2
Interactive citizen engagement tools for local plans
Feasibility analysis of the region's food system infrastructure (eg, processing and
Plan 11
distribution).
Dev 2

X

Fin 3

Pooled purchasing of materials (e.g., fuel)

X

Fin 4

Pooled purchasing of equipment (e.g., vehicles)

COG - potential new service related to MTP/SCS activities
MPO/COG - new potential service
MPO/COG - new potential service
MPO/COG - related to legislative activities with possibility for
expansion
MPO/COG - related to current Blueprint activities with possibility
for expansion
MPO/COG - new potential service
MPO/COG - related to current RUCS activities with possibility for
expansion
COG - new potential service

COG - new potential service
Grant writing – Develop cross-jurisdictional teams to write sub-regional or regional grant
Budget 2 applications, lowering the cost to each individual jurisdiction while increasing the chance of COG - new potential service
success through cooperative submissions
Grant application coordination – promote regional or sub-regional application coordination MPO/COG - related to current SACOG grant coordination activities
Budget 1
with possibility for expanion
X
Fin 2
Pooled purchasing of services (e.g., various consulting services)
COG - new potential service
X
Fin 5
Pooled insurance/risk management
COG - new potential service
Source: SACOG, October 2012. Based on responses by managers and SACOG Board members to Shared Services survey, administered in September 2012. There were 25 total respondents representing 22 jurisdictions who
provided substantive input.
1

Survey responses - Percent of responses that were either "High" or "Very High" interest in services: Green = 62% or higher; Yellow = 55% to 61%; Blank = less than 55%. This does not include "medium" interest responses.

2

X denotes those services that have very little sharing of this service now, and has a high level of survey respondents indicating interest in sharing. The figures are found in Table 2, on the far-right hand column. The general service
categories that had a 43% differential or higher are noted with an "X". The 43% figure was choosen because there was a clear separation between those services above this figure and and the rest of the field.

3

This survey was intended to seek opportunities for shared services at a region-wide or sub-regional level, regardless of whether SACOG is involved in the service. However, for this table, information is provided on the potential
for SACOG to play some role in deploying a shared service. "MPO" = SACOG's participation falls within statutory MPO function; "COG" = SACOG's participation falls within current or potential COG functions; "MPO/COG" =
SACOG's participation might be related to both MPO and COG functions.
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Sacramento Regional Area Planning
Commission (Predecessor to SACOG)

Collaborative

grant writing, grant distribution, planning

Contract

Noteworthy:

Partnership

Governance: Some permanent seats; rotating seats for
most cities

Coordinated

Council of Governments
Consolidated

Structure:

Regional Governance Type

Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (eight-county criminal justice planning)
U.S. EPA Non-Attainment Planning Lead Agency
U.S. EPA Water quality planning (Section 208): Water Quality Plan
OMB (A-95 Areawide Clearinghouse)
o SRAPC had an opportunity to review and comment on most federal grant applications in the
region (this function was not funded by OMB)
U.S. HUD Joint Funding Program
U.S. HUD 204 review agency
U.S. HUD 701 Comprehensive Planning and Management grantee
Farmers Home Administration grant recipient
Federal Aviation Administration grant recipient

Contract work with member jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emission reduction program
Air quality implementation monitoring
Technical assistance on energy conservation
Technical planning and management assistance
Housing rehabilitation program
Group purchasing of office supplies, postage

MPO/COG Comparisons

Updated October 17, 2012
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Association of Bay Area Governments
Regional Governance Type

Joint planning work done with
Metropolitan Transportation Commission,
Bay Area Air Quality Management District,
and Bay Conservation and Development
Commission.

Contract

Collaborative

Noteworthy:

Partnership

Governance: 38-member Executive Board represents
nine counties and 101 cities (all cities
participate in an annual meeting)

Coordinated

Council of Governments
Consolidated

Structure:

Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research & analysis
Land use planning
Public outreach
Federal grant application clearinghouse
Green business program
Earthquake preparedness/hazard mitigation program
Resource conservation planning and management
Online training
Web hosting
Pooled purchasing
Risk management

General Assembly
Regional Airport
Planning Committee

Executive Board

Hazardous Waste
Allocation Committee

ABAG-BAAQMD-MTC-BCDC
Joint Policy Committee
Finance Corporation

Pooled Liability Assurance Network

BALANCE Foundation

Comp Shared Risk Pool

Finance Authority for Non-Profit Corporations

SF Bay Trail Project

Access to Bay Area Governments

ABAG Power

MPO/COG Comparisons

Updated October 17, 2012
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Metropolitan Council (Minneapolis-St. Paul)

Regional Governance Type

Noteworthy:

Collaborative

Contract

Partnership

Coordinated

Governance: 17 members appointed by the governor (not
elected officials), representing geographic
districts (with one at-large chair). In total, the
region consists of seven counties, 188 cities
and townships, and 22 special purpose districts.

Consolidated

Structure:
MPO and special regional government
(established by state statute in 1967).

A separate association, Metro Cities, has a board of elected officials and city managers
representing 79 of the 188 cities and townships in the region. Metro Cities lobbies Metro Council
as well as the legislature on the needs of local governments. They are supportive of a regional
government appointed by the governor, but are interested in greater input and oversight.

Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transit operator
Wastewater operator
Economic development coordination
Land use planning
Regional park/trail planning
Affordable housing
Metropolitan
Council

Administration

Community
Development

MPO/COG Comparisons

Metro Transit

Metropolitan
Transportation
Services

Environmental
Services

Updated October 17, 2012
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Mid-America Regional Council

Collaborative

Regional Workforce Intelligence Network of
Greater Kansas City (RWIN) — a coalition of
economic development professionals,
chambers of commerce, workforce centers,
community colleges and universities —was
convened to encourage greater collaboration
among the region’s workforce data and
information professionals. RWIN launched a
monthly dashboard that measures changes in the
labor force, unemployment, help wanted ads,
educational attainment and training. The
dashboard also includes an employer confidence
survey that helps identify real-time changes in
hiring and other economic shifts in the region.

Contract

Noteworthy:

Partnership

Governance: 33 member board (nine counties and 120 cities
in total)

Regional Governance Type

Coordinated

MPO and nonprofit

Consolidated

Structure:

Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aging services
Community development
Public safety and emergency services
Environmental programs
Government innovations forum
Government training institute
Early childhood care and education planning
Demographic research and analysis
Transportation planning

Community Services Corporation
(501(c)(3))

MPO/COG Comparisons

Board of Directors

Updated October 17, 2012
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Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning &
MPO Policy Committee

Collaborative

Contract

Partnership

CMAP develops a funding and implementation
strategy for an integrated land use and
transportation planning process. MPO prepares
the MTP and MTIP.

Coordinated

CMAP created by state statute; MPO Policy
Committee

Consolidated

Structure:

Regional Governance Type

Governance: Two separate boards, with coordination by MOU. CMAP’s board is comprised of members
appointed from the City of Chicago and two counties (15 members in total). Some, but not all,
members are elected officials. A member of the MPO Policy Committee has a non-voting seat.
The MPO Policy Committee is comprised of elected officials and staff representing local
governments, federal agencies, and transit operators.
Noteworthy:

Strong citizen and stakeholder engagement in all of their work.

Programs:
•
•
•
•
•

Local planning technical support
Policy analysis & development (regional
mobility, human capital, livable
communities)
Communication
Regional information & data development
Data sharing & warehousing

MPO/COG Comparisons

•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation programming
Congestion management
Water resource planning
Energy impact program
IT management
Finance and administration

Updated October 17, 2012
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MPO Policy Committee

CMAP Board

Citizens’ Advisory
Committee

Counties

Council of Mayors

Regional Coordinating Committee

Local Coordinating Committee
Land Use
Economic Development

Environment and Natural Resources
Housing
Human and Community Development
Transportation

MPO/COG Comparisons

Updated October 17, 2012
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San Diego Association of Governments

Noteworthy:

Collaborative

Contract

Partnership

Governance: 19-member board representing all jurisdictions,
plus advisory members representing Caltrans,
transit operators, U.S. Department of Defense,
Port of San Diego, County Water Authority, Tribal
Chairmen’s Association, and Consulate General
of Mexico.

Coordinated

Council of Governments and MPO
Consolidated

Structure:

Regional Governance Type

Still provides Criminal Justice Enforcement Assistance planning, which other COGs in California
have dropped. Operates toll road and county sales tax authority.

Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Toll road maintenance and operations
Criminal Justice Enforcement Assistance planning
Airport planning
Land use planning
Demographic forecasting
Transportation planning
Transportation sales tax authority
Economic research
Energy planning
Habitat planning
Waste management planning
Border planning
Public safety planning

Board of Directors

Administration

MPO/COG Comparisons

Finance

Land Use and
Transportation
Planning

Mobility
Management and
Project
Implementation

Technical Services

Updated October 17, 2012
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Metro Oregon (Portland)

Noteworthy:

Collaborative

Contract

Partnership

Governance: Seven-member council directly elected, with six
districts and one at-large president. Represents
an area of three counties and 25 cities

Coordinated

Charter regional government (created by statute)
and MPO

Consolidated

Structure:

Regional Governance Type

Directly elected council provides some municipal
services, such as waste management and parks.

Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional planning and policy
Urban development and revitalization
Transportation and land use projects
Natural areas, parks and trails
Garbage and recycling
Research and analysis

Metro
Council

Metro Exposition
Recreation Commission

Facilities

Zoo

Expo

MPO/COG Comparisons

Policy &
Planning

Center for
Performing
Arts

Convention
Center

Operations

Parks

Sustainability
Center

Construction
Management

Updated October 17, 2012
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Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission
(Columbus)

Noteworthy:

Collaborative

Contract

Partnership

Governance: 44 local governments represented by elected
officials and staff

Coordinated

MPO and council of governments

Consolidated

Structure:

Regional Governance Type

Public-private partnership for energy and
environmental leadership

Programs:
•
•

•
•
•

Energy & Environment
Housing
o Counseling
o Rehabilitation
o Housing Advisory Board
o Neighborhood Stabilization Program
Regional development
Transportation
Government affairs
o Regional Policy Roundtable (public, private, non-profit sectors)

Governing
Board

Transportation

Housing &
Weatherization

MPO/COG Comparisons

HR & IT

Finance

Public &
Government
Affairs

Center for
Energy &
Environment

Updated October 17, 2012
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Shared Services & New Initiativess:
SERV ICE DELIVERY O
OPTIONS Delivery options would vary by the
type oof service providded, but would llikely be provideed on a fee‐for‐
servicce basis.

neral Plan Technical
T
Support
Gen
DESCR
RIPTION SACOG
G could provide data
d
support and
d analysis
services to agencies undertaking
u
updaates of General Plans (GP).

POTEENTIAL BENEFITSS



ORIGIN OF THE IDEA Over time, SACOG has developed expertise in
land u
use data manage
ement, land use planning, infrastructure
financce, public outreaach, transportation planning, traavel demand
forecaasting, and other technical discip
plines needed fo
or GP updates.
Agenccies generally contract out for many,
m
or all, of th
hese services
when a GP is updated
d.



GEOG
GRAPHIC AREA OF
O INTEREST All counties and municipalities
m
in
the reegion are require
ed to maintain and periodically update
u
GPs so
the neeed for this service does not varry by geography.. Depending on
n
the sizze of the agencyy, the complexityy of the General Plan itself, and
the avvailability of stafff to manage or work
w
on a GP up
pdate, varies
widelyy. Many agencies have reduced
d the number off trained
planneers and engineers that are able to provide techn
nical work and
review
w for GP updatess. Even when co
onsultants are hired to do GP
work, reduced budgetts and staffing le
evels at many local agencies
make it difficult to com
mplete a comprehensive GP and
d provide
effective project management of the contracted tech
hnical work.



Lower costss of completing GPs and GP Upd
dates.
Increased uunderstanding o
of the local jurisd
diction’s planning
opportunities and challengges benefit regio
onal and sub‐
regional economic develop
pment initiativess.
Increased aalignment of gro
owth forecasts and
transportattion needs betw
ween local GPs an
nd the regional
Metropolitaan Transportatio
on Plan (MTP)/SSustainable
Communitiies Strategy (SCSS).
Clear and cconsistent docum
mentation betweeen the GP and
MTP/SCS e nvironmental do
ocuments may rresult in greater
CEQA streaamlining opportu
unities.

POTEENTIAL RISKS


GP updatess are resource in
ntensive efforts, and could result
in workloadd issues if SACOG
G were committted to too many
projects at once.

FINAN
NCIAL


CONC
CEPT SACOG could provide a wide range of tech
hnical, policy
and project managem
ment services. Th
he level of suppo
ort could vary,
depen
nding on the nee
eds of the agenccy and the extent of services
provid
ded through con
nsultant contractts.
This proposal includess four types of support:



Techn
nical Review & Prroject Managem
ment Support—assistance in
review
wing the work sccope and deliverrables for GP wo
ork contracted
by ageencies. Support would
w
also be avvailable for more substantial
projecct management of technical worrk contracted byy agencies.

Potential saavings – By provviding a line‐item
m menu of data
products annd professional services by task, the GP servicess
could reducce, or eliminate,, the need to hirre new
permanentt staff or to let laarge contracts fo
or data productss
and techniccal work. Savinggs could range frrom nominal to
hundreds oof thousands of d
dollars.
Potential coosts – Service co
ost varies by sup
pport service
provided. A menu of servicces would provid
de costs by data
product or specialized labo
or needed.

INTER
RESTED PARTIESS All local agenccies and consultaants who
norm
mally do GP technnical studies and
d work.

GP Da
ata Support—asssistance in developing land use, demographic,
econo
omic, transportation, or other daata needed for GP
G updates.

ISSUEES TO RESOLVE

GP Po
olicy & Planning Support—assista
S
ance in developiing future
growtth scenarios and associated inve
estments and policies to
implement the GP. Plaanning assistancce can also be prrovided in
ensuring the GP fulfills regulatory req
quirements, inclu
uding CEQA
compliance.
GP Pu
ublic Participation Services—assistance in public opinion
researrch, stakeholderr identification, and
a outreach activities, such as
focus groups and public workshops.
asting Services and
a Analysis*‐ Data, modeling
Travell Demand Foreca
and an
nalysis for the Circulation Eleme
ent of a GP.
*Crosss‐reference to “TTravel Demand Forecasting” con
ncept

1



Cost‐sharinng structure, inclluding the differrentiation
between onne‐time and onggoing service needs and level of
support ne eds



Principles ffor coordination of application m
matching
opportunityy to local jurisdiction GP and reggional MTP/SCS



Current praactice allows local agencies to m
maintain their
own land use and transporrtation network assumptions,
largely withhout review by aany outside agen
ncy. The shared
service appproach may requ
uire SACOG to m
maintain multiple
e
land use annd networks filess, or work with aagencies to
develop an approach for m
maintaining consistent regional
assumptionns about growth
h and associated infrastructure.
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Shared Services & New Initiatives:
Compensation Survey

POTENTIAL BENEFITS

DESCRIPTION This concept would provide a warehouse and
resource center for compensation and benefit surveys.
Services could either be delivered for a fee or through sharing
agreements. Services may include:



Cost savings in costs for HR support



Greater access to information to executive and HR
staff allowing devotion of time to other functions





Improved and standardize compensation surveys

Compensation surveys





Access to up‐to‐date compensation information

Benefits surveys





Document warehouse

Excellent for staff negotiations and recruiting
potential candidates



Other HR related services

POTENTIAL RISKS

ORIGIN OF THE IDEA In a Fall 2012 survey, many agencies
ranked this as a medium or high interest area, and also an
area where there is little current activity. There was high
interest among SACOG Directors and city managers/county
executives.



CONCEPT This service concept could provide three types of
support:

FINANCIAL
Potential savings – This service could offset and/or eliminate
labor and consultant costs currently used to provide data
across the region. Savings could range from nominal to
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Option 1: Web‐based Center —Joint contract to access
compensation and benefit surveys through a website that
houses various documents from city and county governments
throughout the state of California.

Potential costs –

Option 2: Document Warehouse — A single entity could
collect data from the various jurisdictions and/or other
surveys that have recently been completed and house them
in one location. Data could be updated on an annual basis.
This option does not include preparing separate or
independent compensation/benefit studies.

Option 1: Cost could be anywhere from $1,000‐$6000 per
jurisdiction annually depending on number of jurisdictions
participating and number of surveys needed.
Option 2: Cost would vary depending on number of hours to
request, compile and organize documents into database.
($15,000+/‐ annually)

Option 3: HR Support — A single entity could provide HR
support for compensation and benefit surveys/studies as
needed by using data collected from each jurisdiction within
SACOG or from other jurisdictions and/or public entities.
Jurisdictions would pay the contracting entity for each survey
conducted on their behalf. This option could include various
customized reports/studies.

Option 3: Cost would vary depending on needs of
jurisdiction. If performed by SACOG, assuming a mix of staff
at various levels, a blended rate of approximately $100/hour
is projected. This could be cost shared between interested
jurisdictions.
INTERESTED PARTIES Jurisdictional electeds, City
Managers/CEOs, HR personnel

GEOGRAPHY/SCALABILITY No need for proximity between
participating agencies; can scale to serve all willing
participants.

ISSUES TO RESOLVE

SERVICE DELIVERY OPTIONS


Private contract provider



Sole public contract provider (SACOG or other entity)



Agency trade (one agency trades a service with
another agency for services of a similar value), such
as a shared position

Jurisdictions would be dependent on a single source
for information, which could be skewed if comparing
jurisdictions of different sizes—although under all
options the data should be sortable to tailor results
for participant agencies.
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Interest from member agency staff



Cost‐sharing structure



Determining levels of service(s)



Differentiating between one‐time and ongoing
service needs and level of support needs

Attachment G

agency; the agency would be able to purchase the services
they desire on an hourly or flat‐fee basis.

Shared Services & New Initiatives:
Regional Advocacy

Subregional or Regional advocacy –multiple agencies may
wish to work together to advocate on issues of common
interest. Agencies would need to agree on areas of mutual
benefit (e.g., CDBG funding), or areas of sub‐regional or
regional interest (e.g., Delta issues).

DESCRIPTION This concept proposal would inventory local
governments and JPAs about their current state and federal
advocacy services, and could create a shared state and/or
federal advocacy arrangement for public agencies. Services
may include:


Lobbying

GEOGRAPHY/SCALABILITY No need for proximity between
participating agencies; can scale to serve all participants.



Legislative and regulatory analysis

SERVICE DELIVERY OPTIONS



Creating educational materials



Regional collaboration and coordination

SACOG would inventory advocacy services. Advocacy support
(individual or group) may be managed by SACOG or another
agency, with advocacy services provided by a contract firm.
The interested agencies may award a new contract
collectively, may join onto existing contracts with individual
agencies, or may initially expand coordinating function
beyond annual state and federal advocacy programs.

ORIGIN OF THE IDEA In a fall 2012 survey of SACOG
members, 10 of 28 indicated high or very high interest in
inventorying current approaches to state and federal
advocacy among local governments and JPAs, and to then
determine if there are opportunities to consolidate or better
coordinate this function regionally or sub‐regionally. Those
expressing this level of interest generally were small or
medium‐sized organizations.

POTENTIAL BENEFITS

SACOG has helped manage regional advocacy coalitions, and
also has experience participating in statewide and national
coalitions with varying degrees of effectiveness. We have
learned over the past few years that several member
jurisdictions have had to let go of or dramatically reduce the
scope of their advocacy contracts and are relying solely on
internal staff for host of advocacy functions. There may be
natural partnership opportunities on issues relevant to
economic development, infrastructure and natural resources
to support coalition effort on issues of regional and local
significance.



Greater access to advocacy services for small and
medium‐sized jurisdictions



Unified message



Dedicated, skilled professional services



Improved regional sharing of assets and needs

POTENTIAL RISKS


Conflicting goals and objectives among agencies



Competition between agencies when advocating for
funding



Less individualized service through a common
provider

CONCEPT This proposal includes three options:

FINANCIAL

Inventory of advocacy services – SACOG would survey local
governments and JPAs within the region about whether they
rely on consultants, staff, or both to provide state and federal
advocacy services. SACOG would facilitate an exploration of
alternative service delivery for those jurisdictions interested
in such a service.

Potential savings – Savings may result from lower costs
through shared resources as well as from lower labor rates if
cheaper options are available. Savings could range from
nominal to tens of thousands of dollars. Potential benefit to
purchase labor by the hour rather than by FTE.

Shared advocacy support – without structural change to
current advocacy activities, public agencies could come
together for more coordinated effort to share legislative,
budget and authorization information from existing advocacy
contracts or internal staff efforts. Minimal coordination
involved in provided venue for discussion at SACOG or
rotating member jurisdictions and partner agencies.

Potential costs –Minimal costs for coordination/facilitation
(less than $5,000). Significant cost increases if new services
are desired that are currently not funded.
INTERESTED PARTIES Jurisdictional executives, staff and
elected officials; consultants; and public agency partners.
ISSUES TO RESOLVE

Agency advocacy support – based on interest from the
inventory, individual agencies may need advocacy support.
This service could provide those services directly to an

3



Jurisdictional interest (generally)



Areas of common interest

Attachment G



Service delivery options



Cost‐sharing structure



Process for avoiding/resolving conflicts

4
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a separate legal entity due to liability and other issues unique
to pooled risk.

Shared Services & New Initiatives:
Pooled Purchasing and Pooled Risk

GEOGRAPHY/SCALABILITY In most cases, there would be no
need for proximity between participating agencies, and the
services would be scalable to serve all interested entities.
However, some services (e.g., fleet, fuel) may be optimal for
proximate agencies.

DESCRIPTION This concept proposal offers several types of
pooled purchasing and pooled risk for local agencies. Services
may include:


Pooled materials purchasing (e.g., fuel, office
supplies)



Pooled equipment purchasing (e.g., vehicles,
computers)



Pooled service purchasing (e.g., consultants)



Insurance/risk management pool

SERVICE DELIVERY OPTIONS The Concepts section describes
the service delivery options generally. Specifically, in addition
to identifying, analyzing, and providing information on
existing pooling opportunity, local agencies also could use any
of the following options:

ORIGIN OF THE IDEA In a Fall 2012 survey of SACOG
members, 6 of 28 respondents indicated high or very high
interest in pooled purchasing of services, 3 indicated high or
very high interest in pooled purchasing of materials, 4
indicated high or very high interest in pooled purchasing of
equipment, and 7 indicated high or very high interest in
pooled insurance or risk management. Those expressing this
level of interest were small or medium‐sized jurisdictions.
Several members noted that they participate in California
Communities (pooled financing) and CSAC Excess Insurance
Authority (pooled risk).
CONCEPT After an assessment of interest and feasibility,
there are four options for pooled purchasing and pooled risk:



Agency fee‐for‐service (one or more agencies
provide services to others) (pooled purchasing)



SACOG or another regional entity could provide
services (pooled purchasing)



New independent entity (nonprofit) – Independent
staff and a governing board representative of
participating entities



New Joint Powers Authority – The pooled entity
could contract with SACOG or jurisdictions for staff,
or could have independent staff. SACOG could also
act as the fiscal and administrative agent. The JPA
board would be comprised of representatives from
participating entities.

POTENTIAL BENEFITS
 Lower costs for members
 Access to goods or services that would otherwise be
cost‐prohibitive

Exploration of existing pooling entities – Several entities
within the state offer pooled purchasing and pooled risk.
Local agencies could explore joining those pools for specific
uses. However, most are single‐purpose entities (e.g., pooled
risk, pooled vehicle purchasing, pooled office supplies
purchasing). The California Department of General Services
has a leveraged purchase agreement available for vehicles
and other goods. All governmental entities may participate.
U.S. Communities is a pooled purchasing nonprofit offering
cooperative procurement (i.e., piggyback contracts). Many of
our members show up in their list of participants.

POTENTIAL RISKS
 No cost savings
 Shared liability
FINANCIAL
Potential savings – For pooled purchasing: savings
attributable to cost savings from bulk purchasing and
negotiated rates. Annual savings could range from thousands
to low millions of dollars. For pooled risk: annual savings
could range from thousands to low millions of dollars. A joint
insurance pool in the Bay Area has cumulatively returned $20
million in rebates to its members over 20 years.

Agency‐to‐agency purchasing agreements – One lead agency
offers to work with other agencies on an ad hoc joint
purchasing agreement. This could either be a jointly
developed solicitation for equipment/services/materials, or
an agency could allow others to piggyback on existing
contracts.

Potential costs – Approximately $20,000‐50,000 in costs to
establish a new entity, with higher costs for a pooled risk
entity.

Regional pooled purchasing – SACOG or another regional
entity could offer pooled purchasing to interested local
agencies.

INTERESTED PARTIES Jurisdictional executives, purchasing
staff, elected officials, and consultants.

Establish pooled risk entity – If there is interest in a risk pool
other than existing options, SACOG could facilitate the
formation of a separate pooling entity. This should need to be

ISSUES TO RESOLVE
 Jurisdictional interest (generally)
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Desirability of joining existing pools
Governance and cost‐sharing structure for an
independent entity
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best suited to a number of jurisdictions wanting a shared
website for a specific initiative or activity.
Sole public contract provider (SACOG or other entity) – This
option would be best suited if local governments desire
dedicated support in a shared staff position (or positions).
The dedicated support would be employed by SACOG or
another public agency, and local governments would
contract for a base amount of service, with the option to
add more support as needed.
Agency fee-for-service (one or more agencies provide
specialized services to others) – Similar to the previous
option without a dedicated position. Agencies could agree
to provide specific services on an hourly basis, this option
could create local agency bid option on IT tasks.
Agency trade (one agency trades a service with another
agency for services of a similar value) — Local
governments and public agency staff could arrange trades
on IT or web support for other services. SACOG’s
experience is that this would be particularly useful in
collaboration on shared interest projects/activities by
example public engagement or data collection.

Shared Services & New Initiatives:
Information Technology and Web Support
DESCRIPTION This concept would offer a range of Information
Technology (IT) and web support services to participating local
governments and special districts or public agencies. Services could
either be delivered for fee or through sharing agreements. Services
may include:
web page design
database design
network support
data sharing
other IT and web services

ORIGIN OF THE IDEA In the fall 2012 member services survey,
many agencies ranked this as a medium or high interest area, and
also an area where there is little current activity. In recent
conversations with smaller local governments, SACOG staff heard
interest in unique web-based data services or data pages that could
be incorporated into local government web sites. Two interjurisdictional information maintenance programs use a collaborative
model successfully in Sacramento and Yolo counties. SACOG also
previously developed web sites for two transit agencies.

POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Cost savings in contract costs for web and IT support.
Greater access to information by agency staff and
residents to improve public information and public
engagement.
Improved web access to agency-specific demographic
information, which could help with grant applications.
Improved data sharing for longer-term benefits to land use
monitoring, forecasting, housing elements, modeling, and
other planning activities.

CONCEPT This service concept could provide two types of support:
Supportive Web Content —New demographic database information
available to provide content through a data service that can support
web pages designed by either local agency or SACOG staff,
coordination assistance to share best practices among local
agencies, demographic data feeds or other shared content, and
regional transportation land use information.
Website development and IT assistance — New centralized support
center responding to requests for assistance including:
development of websites and web tools, potentially web surveys,
engagement and public information sites, and database driven
educational materials. Potential services include interactive place
based public opinion surveys, an under-street infrastructure
maintenance coordination tool, centralized procurement websites,
or regionally supported transportation or land-use databases.

POTENTIAL RISKS
Interdependency for multiple local government web sites
and public information. Security measures for servers and
systems would need to be part of discussion with IT and
web programmers from local governments in working
group.
Possible delayed response time without dedicated local
staffing for each individual local agency. Agreement would
need to include accountability measures for support
requests and response. If sufficient demand over time,
documenting requests and time for service, might
substantiate need for additional staff resources within this
partnership relationship.

GEOGRAPHY/SCALABILITY No need for proximity between
participating agencies; can scale to serve all willing participants.

SERVICE DELIVERY OPTIONS

1

Cooperatively purchase private contractor services –
SACOG’s experience in shared contractor relationship with
the Transportation Management Associations represents a
cost effective way to provide highly skilled consultant
team support for interactive, uniquely programmed
functions, for high traffic websites. This option would be

FINANCIAL
Potential savings – Largely attributable to savings in contract costs if
cheaper cooperative purchases are available. Savings could range
from reduced staff costs for resource sharing or cost-share positions
to full contract replacement.
Potential costs – Service cost is primarily for high-skill, high-wage
labor estimated to cost between $70 to $200/hr. Potential benefit to

1

For more information, see separate paper on Governance and
Service Delivery Options
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purchase the region’s best local agency skills by the hour rather than
by FTE. Costs are highly elastic, based on services used. Minimal
costs for coordination/facilitation could be covered through a new
regional program

INTERESTED PARTIES Jurisdictional executives, staff and elected
officials; IT and web vendors and consultants

ISSUES TO RESOLVE
Interest in specific services from member agency staff.
Opportunities for data service sharing.
Most cost effective and reliable hosting locations.
Structure for identifying talent and needs.
Cost-sharing structure.
Differentiating between one-time/ongoing service needs and
identify level of support needs.
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small business advocacy groups, community based
organizations, universities, etc. This service could be
provided to an individual jurisdiction or consortium, subregionally or regionally.

Shared Services & New Initiatives:
Regional Grant Writer
DESCRIPTION This concept proposal would create a range of
service options for local governments relating to grant
preparation services. SACOG’s observations are that services
needed by local governments fall into the following
categories:

SERVICE DELIVERY OPTIONS
Private contract provider. The grant tracking service
could be provided by an outside company that tracks
grant programs to all of the US for local
governments. Some exist today and the region or
individual governments within the region could
subscribe.

Grant tracking and opportunity assessment
Technical Expertise/Strategic Positioning
Grant development Grant partner collaboration and
coordination

Sole public contract provider (SACOG or other entity)
could fund a dedicated position.

ORIGIN OF THE IDEA In a fall 2012 survey of SACOG
members, 10 of 28 indicated high or very high interest in this
as a possible shared service opportunity. These included
jurisdictions of all sizes.

Shared cost position. Common to sole public
contract and the shared cost position delivery
options, is the likely provision of non-technical grant
services potentially without subject matter or
technical expertise. SACOG could help provide a list
of known companies/contractors or a consortium
could come together to hire or contract with a
dedicated grant writer to be available at an hourly
rate. Input from focus groups including grant writers
and jurisdictional staff could help identify areas of
local and regional interest to pursue in unique
expertise for a selected position.

SACOG has found success in bringing together unlikely
partners and regional support for grant and other
competitive fund acquisitions on infrastructure and research
projects. SACOG staff also observed needs for individual
jurisdiction grant development support in the SACOG
Regional Funding Programs as well as state and federal
opportunities. Staff interest in reducing the chance of highly
competitive need-to-opportunity matches in our region for
which jurisdictions may lack sufficient staff resources to
complete a competitive application. The region continues to
be increasingly competitive in grant fund attraction, which
presumes this is an opportunity area if local and regional
capacity and talent could be expanded.

Agency fee-for-service (one or more agencies
provide services to others). The Technical
Expertise/Strategic Positioning services needed are
highly particular to the individual jurisdiction and
potential grant subject. Here, jurisdictions seeking
help in subject areas within SACOG’s subject areas
could request and/or hire SACOG staff time to
develop the strategy and/or provide a specific
related service in preparing the application. Or,
jurisdiction may request references of potential
resources for hire that SACOG is familiar with, or
knows other jurisdictions have had success with in
the past.

CONCEPT Competitive fund opportunities require sufficient
resources to research opportunities, develop an effective
application strategy, and produce successful applications.
Within the six-county region, there are varying levels of staff
capacity for competing for these fund opportunities.
This proposal includes two types of support:
Individual local grant application support – assist agencies
with grant application development including writing, data,
graphics, maps, etc., which may not require subject matter
expertise.

Agency trade (one agency trades a service with
another agency).
POTENTIAL BENEFITS

Partnership applications –research grant opportunities,
identify grant approach strategy, build partnerships for joint
applications, and identify matching funds or in-kind services.

Grant tracking done by one firm creates an economy
of scale.

GEOGRAPHY/SCALABILITY Local governments with common
needs that do not share geographic boundaries may partner
for research, engagement, collaborative policy development,
and catalyst activities. Partnerships may include multiple
partners within a geography or of like need across multiple
jurisdictions including potentially chambers of commerce,

Very targeted specific technical subject experts help
provide a strategy for an application approach.
Access to a list of available consultants in technical
and non-technical areas that have proven track
records for local governments in the region.
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The jurisdiction would retain entire governance and
control over the grant application process.

Improved coordination of grant requirements
(support letters, matching funds, in-kind services).
Leverage of individual and regional work to support
competitiveness of individual applications.
Expanded advocacy opportunities for unique
innovation and advancements throughout the
region.
POTENTIAL RISKS
Competing applications from individual agencies
using the same resources.

FINANCIAL
Potential savings – Savings may result from lower costs
through shared resources as well as from lower labor rates if
cheaper options are available. Most significant is the
opportunity for expanding fund development opportunities
for innovative projects for which without grant writing
expertise funds may not be realized for the local government
or the region.
Potential costs – Dedicated position could range between
$45,000 to $75,000 plus benefits package depending upon
technical expertise and grant experience. Could be billed to
participating jurisdictions either as fee-for-service on an
hourly basis or as a shared cost position funded by
consortium of local governments. Contract relationship with
consultant could be slightly higher, possibly hourly, but
without risk of compensation of full time equivalent if staff is
not fully subscribed with work requests from jurisdictions.
Minimal costs for coordination/facilitation. Enhanced
efficiency from dedicated position building knowledge for
individual jurisdictions and the region to enhance
competitiveness.
INTERESTED PARTIES Jurisdictional executives, staff and
elected officials; consultants; non-profit and public agency
partners.
ISSUES TO RESOLVE
Guiding principles for coordination of application
matching opportunity to jurisdiction interest and
competitive interests within the region.
Jurisdictions would need to willingly provide
confidential reviews on technical and non-technical
consultants.
Jurisdictions would have to manage non-jurisdiction
consultants in preparing grant applications.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS Especially for smaller agencies, the TDF
support services could fill a gap in agency staffing. Direct SACOG
involvement in TDF services would provide a higher level of
consistency in data and assumptions across agencies than currently
exists. For most projects and studies, SACOG’s TDF model is more
advanced and has more capabilities than the simpler models used by
most agencies and all levels of the TDF service described above (lowmid-high) would expand the use of this model.

Shared Services &
Travel Demand Forecasting and Analysis
Services
DESCRIPTION SACOG could provide travel demand forecasting (TDF)
services or analysis services directly to member agencies for their
projects and studies.

POTENTIAL RISKS Relying on SACOG for direct travel demand
analysis could result in delays, if many studies are initiated in a short
timeframe and SACOG staffing is insufficient to cover all the
requests simultaneously.

ORIGIN OF THE IDEA SACOG develops and maintains TDF models
and data needed to run them. Local agencies currently either adapt
SACOG's models, or create their own. Regardless of the approach
used, agencies contract this work, mostly to local transportation
consultants. This practice can be very expensive, and results in
different models, assumptions, and analysis results for projects and
studies, depending on who does the analysis.
CONCEPT SACOG could provide a wide range of TDF support and
services, listed in increasing order of complexity and effort*:

FINANCIAL Depending on the range of services extent of services
provided, and on the number of agencies choosing these services,
the savings could vary widely from very marginal to very significant,
compared to current practice. Specific estimates of savings will
require focused discussion with agency staff.

Technical Review Support—assistance in reviewing work scope and
deliverables for TDF work contracted by agencies.

INTERESTED PARTIES All member agencies; consultants and firms
which have historically provided TDF services.

TDF Data Support—assistance in developing land use or
transportation network datasets required for studies undertaken by
agencies. This support could also include maintenance and tracking
of modeling datasets and assumptions on behalf of the agency.

LIST OF ISSUES TO RESOLVE Current practice allows local agencies to
maintain their own land use and transportation network
assumptions, largely without review by any outside agency. This
practice allows agencies maximum flexibility, but sacrifices
consistency and, to a degree, accountability across agencies and
studies.

Low-Level TDF Services—providing customized travel forecasts for
agency studies, drawn from existing SACOG forecasts (e.g. the
MTP/SCS). Analysis work (e.g. level-of-service calculations, impact
assessments, mitigation measures, etc.) and reporting would be
done by the agency or its consultants.

Local transportation consultants provide TDF service as well as
analysis under contract to most agencies in the region, and in many
cases, the consultants operate as extensions of agency staff for this
purpose. If SACOG provides TDF support or low- or mid- level TDF
services (i.e. no analysis or reports), a “hand-off” process must be
developed.

Mid-Level TDF Services—working with agency staff to develop land
use and transportation scenarios for a study, and preparing travel
forecasts for those scenarios. Analysis and reporting work would be
done by the agency or its consultants.

SACOG's current regional model (SACSIM) is model of record for the
MTP/SCS and air quality conformity processes at a regional
level. Local agencies have relied on simpler modeling
tools. Providing travel demand analysis as a shared service would
require most agencies to transition to SACSIM, or would require
SACOG to maintain different modeling platforms. Given that many
agency general plans and impact fee programs are based in part on
analysis results from their current models, transitioning to new
platform would be difficult, and would have to be timed with other
projects and studies (e.g. a general plan update, or update of a
traffic impact fee).

High-Level TDF Services—in addition to doing data and modeling,
SACOG would conduct the analysis and prepare reports for agency
studies.
GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF INTEREST All agencies in the region require
TDF services from time to time, and no agency (other than Caltrans
or El Dorado County) is currently staffed to provide this service “in
house”, so the need for this service does not vary by geography.
Larger agencies generally have at least one staff person familiar
enough with TDF to manage consultant contracts, and to track the
various versions of models which may be in play at any point in time.
Smaller agencies generally have no staff familiar with TDF, and are
totally reliant on consultants for this service.

*Cross-reference to “General Plan Services” paper

SERVICE DELIVERY OPTIONS Delivery options would vary by the
type of service provided. For the support and low-level TDF services,
service could be provided on unit cost basis (e.g. a fixed cost per
intersection or segment). For the mid- and high- level TDF services,
fee-for-service would be required.
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effective as a joint effort, there are joint public-private
governance structures to model.

Shared Services & New Initiatives:
Linking Local and Regional Plans to Support
Economic Development

CONCEPT A little more background on the four general task
areas listed above:
Data gathering on economic trends – SACOG annually
monitors current trends of all types of land uses and every
four years updates a long-range growth forecast for the
region. SACOG could work with regional economic
development initiatives to determine most useful monitoring
information to support their efforts, and seek input on how
to conduct and interpret the results of the long-range growth
forecasts to maximize benefit for economic development
purposes.

DESCRIPTION This concept proposal involves local general
purpose governments and possibly special districts working
together regionally and sub-regionally to more pro-actively
promote economic development.
Services may include:
•
•
•
•

Data gathering and analysis on economic trends.
More explicit leveraging of physical planning (land
use, transportation) actions to support private sector
economic development plans.
Research on development economics for different
types of land uses within different geographic
sectors throughout the region.
Planning and policy making to better align wide
variety of local actions with regional economic
development goals, including expanding finance
options and exploring opportunities to standardize
and add efficiency to local, state and federal
regulations that affect economic activity.

Leveraging physical planning to support private sector
economic development plans – This is about activities like
ensuring that local and regional land use and transportation
plans support the growth of economic clusters prioritized in
regional economic development plans. Is there a sufficient
quantity of permitted land, in the right sizes and locations?
Are transportation, and possibly other (i.e. water, sewer)
infrastructure plans targeted to provide the necessary
services to support these economic development interests?
Research on development economics in subsectors – Very
broadly, development economics tend to be different in the
region’s urban, suburban and rural areas. SACOG maintains
an extensive database and modeling capacity to track and
understand these dynamics, but at this point in time probably
needs to expand its focus on inner suburban areas. What are
the risks and opportunities that will determine whether the
future of these areas is bright or cloudy? In addition to this
geography-based analysis, land use subsector analysis could
help support economic development efforts. While SACOG
regularly tracks current and planned land supply for housing,
retail, office, industrial lands, SACOG also works on housing
demand studies and could expand research on employment
demand by subsector. SACOG will soon have a new model,
Pecas, functional that will provide much enhanced capacity to
evaluate the economic impacts of different land use and
transportation scenarios.

ORIGIN OF THE IDEA In a fall 2012 survey of SACOG
members, several activities that relate to this topic scored
highly, including: growth projections, research on
opportunities to promote employment growth and
development economics throughout the region, analyzing
local government development impact fees, and developing a
toolkit for infrastructure plans and finance districts. SACOG’s
role in regional scale physical planning touches on many of
these issues associated with this topic, but would become an
expanded and more prominent part of either SACOG’s or
some other regional collaboration’s activities moving
forward. Expansion of SACOG’s current focus on
transportation and land use planning to include economic
development is consistent with the current practices of peer
MPOs and COGs at the Metropolitan Council for MinneapolisSt. Paul, San Diego Association of Governments, Denver
Regional Council of Governments, the Regional Planning
Commission servicing New Orleans Metropolitan Region, and
the North Carolina Regional Councils including 16 regional
commissions or councils of governments collaborating in
statewide economic development activities.

Planning and policy making, including regulatory reform – In
addition to physical planning, many local governments are
having financial, marketing and technical programs to
promote economic development. In an era of limited public
and private funding, focusing on reducing costs of
development may be a particularly fruitful area for publicprivate collaborative discussion. Are there ways to change
planning standards or regulatory procedures that will reduce
costs while protecting public values? Are there benefits to
standardizing some of these practices? If the public and
private sectors work together more could that increase our
local effectiveness at securing state and federal policy change

In some regions of the country, for example Seattle, Phoenix,
Charlotte and Kansas City, joint public-private entities are
responsible for regional economic development planning.
Should the SACOG region determine that separate but
coordinated efforts toward economic development is not as
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS

and regulatory streamlining that would advance the region’s
economic development goals and public values?

•

Support implementation of regional to local
economic development strategies with analytical
tools and research.
• Engage coordination of small, medium and large
jurisdictions in economic development support
activities.
• Maximize cross jurisdiction regional assets for place
making to include attractive housing, transportation
and employment choice.
• Unified economic development and business
competitiveness message among public and private
sector partners.
• Improved regional sharing of assets and needs to
leverage unique economic development
opportunities.
POTENTIAL RISKS

GEOGRAPHY/SCALABILITY No need for proximity between
participating agencies; can scale to serve all participants.
SERVICE DELIVERY OPTIONS
•

•

Cost-share position. Dedicate staff position to
expand primary agency activities associated with
economic development relevant to land use and
transportation planning. SACOG analysis would
include analysis of past economic trends, market
research, and land use, housing and transportation
patterns. SACOG would pursue model development
for impact and market forecast tools to assist local
governments in strategic efforts to identify
supportive economic development opportunities,
with urban compliment to rural tools developed for
agriculture in the Rural Urban Connections Strategy.
Staff would work with local governments and private
interests to apply impact and forecasting tools to
economic development strategies. Web center
would also maintain coordinated information on
unique community and regional assets to inform
private sector regional economic development
efforts. Could be incorporated in new fee structure
for SACOG members or unique non-profit
governance structure to expand flexibility for fund
development opportunities. Staff talent would
involve mid-level to low senior-level position with
analytical and economic expertise at a full-time
equivalent cost of approximately $150,000 with
benefits.

•
•

Conflicting goals and objectives among partners and
jurisdictions.
Competition between agencies when advocating for
economic growth.

FINANCIAL
Potential savings – Anticipate increase cost for expanding
SACOG’s current activities in land use and transportation
planning to include specific focus on economic development.
Opportunity lies in improving economic competitiveness and
bringing new wealth and employment opportunities to the
region. Coordination of jurisdictional efforts would reduce
the shifting of wealth and employment within the region and
associated traffic, land use impacts, transportation
infrastructure needs that result without new wealth and
employment opportunities for the region. This would also
bring efficiency to current private sector economic
development activity, such as recent private sector efforts
represented in the Next Economy effort, by expanding
conversation to consider public sector permitting,
consistency, and streamlining.
Potential costs – Costs range from full-time position
estimated at $100,000 with benefits to annual agency
program with multiple staff participation estimated at a midsix figure budget annually.
INTERESTED PARTIES Jurisdictional executives, staff and
elected officials; and public agency partners including small
business advocates, chambers of commerce, construction
and development industry, and work force development
organizations/institutions.

Restructure SACOG’s membership fees and pursue
regional fund development opportunities. SACOG
role in partnership with other regional agencies and
organizations would be to support public sector
dialogue with economic development directors,
planning directors, public works directors and senior
staff including city managers and county executives
to leverage unique place-based competitiveness.
Agency activities would involve multiple staff in
research studies, data purchases, development of
new tools and consultant contracts to assist local
governments in planning/funding for critical
infrastructure and regulatory changes. Significant
agency focus on new activity, implementing
MTP/SCS and RUCS with specific economic
development focus. Would require phased in
activity with financing goals of potentially $1 million
annually.

ISSUES TO RESOLVE
• Jurisdictional interest.
• Public sector perspective on private sector economic
development strategy.
• Process for avoiding/resolving conflicts.
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Shared Services Delivery and Governance Considerations for SACOG
As described in the cover item, SACOG staff has developed several concept papers for specific services. Some
of these shared services appear to be a natural extension of SACOG’s Strategic Plan and aligned with the
agency’s Overall Work Plan, while others may be independent efforts between jurisdictions or shared subregional interests.
For all of the concept papers, staff will work with city managers and county administrators to conduct a
feasibility analysis, or business model, for each service. Staff does not assume that any of these services will be
delivered by SACOG, but some likely will be identified as good candidates. This attachment is an overview of
some important implementation issues for the Board and the Ad Hoc Shared Services and New Initiatives Task
Force to consider in those areas where SACOG is the service provider.
As discussed in Attachment B, the foundation for SACOG’s role as a potential service provider is rooted in
Strategic Plan Goal 3, which states: “Serve as a source of high quality information, convener, and/or advocate
on a range of regional issues when the agency’s involvement would provide unique, added value to promoting a
sustainable future for the region.” To achieve this, goal, the Strategic Plan sets several strategies, including:
“Analyze options for increasing SACOG’s financial analysis and capacity so that it is able to serve the region if
and when new service needs are identified.”
Attachment B also provides more detail about the Strategic Plan and the context for shared services within the
Agency’s Overall Work Program (OWP), as well as the criteria the Board has utilized to determine whether to
undertake new initiatives.
Initially, it is acknowledged that every shared service arrangement will function differently, depending on the
scope of services and the enabling business model. Whether SACOG, a city, a county, or a new entity delivers a
service, each arrangement will require answering a range of questions. Appendix A provides some background
information on the different options for delivery of any particular service. Some will be relatively less intensive
to launch. Others will require a robust launch plan, as they are essentially start-up businesses. Staff will work
with city managers and county administrators to explore these options as part of the feasibility analysis for each
shared service.
The governance needs will also vary depending on the particular service. Some services lend themselves more
to staff-level control (e.g., shared grant writer services), while others would benefit from elected official input
(e.g., economic development). Appendix B provides some background information on the different options for
governance.
For those services where cities and counties look to SACOG to be the lead, some may be appropriate to add to
our OWP. Others, however, may be more appropriately provided by a new affiliate of SACOG, as some
members of the Shared Services and New Initiatives Task Force have identified. As referenced in Appendices A
and B, one option for shared services is to create a new entity. In SACOG’s case, this could be either a Joint
Powers Authority or a nonprofit.
Using SACOG’s existing structure and staff would allow for starting services as soon as funding is available. In
most cases, existing SACOG staff are capable of providing the services envisioned in the concept papers, so no
new staffing would be required if the OWP were amended to shift existing work commitments (or this could be
achieved with the 2013-14 OWP). However, there may also be limitations to SACOG’s ability to effectively
provide shared services. First, SACOG may not have sufficient staff at appropriate salary scales for the services

to be provided. Because SACOG’s labor rates, under Board direction, are generally in the middle range of its
member jurisdictions, some jurisdictions could face higher labor costs for those services it already provides.
Economies of scale and other cost-cutting strategies may mitigate against this, but it is a potential drawback
from SACOG providing some services.
Generally, a new entity—whether a Joint Powers Authority or a nonprofit—would allow much greater
flexibility to create an entity with labor rates and a structure designed to match the needs of the particular
service being provided. A new entity would also be able to arrange for staffing that is more flexible. It could
hire staff, contract for professional services, have assigned employees that are employed by a public agency, or
any combination of these. Other operating cost savings could be derived from services offered by SACOG or
participating agencies (e.g., shared workspace).
A new entity would offer a dedicated organization for service delivery, with staff and board members working
expressly on efficient and effective service delivery and management of new initiatives. If cities, counties and
other public agencies wish to have a long-term focus on delivery and governance of any selected services and
initiatives, a separate entity would be better suited to deliver multiple services to multiple agencies.
SACOG has some experience managing an affiliated entity. The SACOG Financing Corporation was created to
purchase an ownership interest in the Meridian Plaza complex in conjunction with a local developer, because
SACOG was not able to own real property. The Board designated the Government Relations & Public Affairs
Committee as the Board of Directors for the Financing Corporation.
CSAC and the League of California Cities have various affiliate organizations to assist their members. The
CSAC Financing Corporation was formed in 1986 and offers pooled bond issue for capital construction
projects, as well as a variety of finance, purchasing, human resource, and other cost saving programs for
counties. The League of California Cities and CSAC jointly formed the Institute for Local Governments to
assist local governments with education and research.
In addition to the general benefits of a new entity, a JPA offers the benefit of being comprised of only those
jurisdictions with a common interest. Not all member jurisdictions may wish to participate in a shared services
arrangement, and some other local public agencies that are not members of SACOG (e.g., air districts, transit
agencies) may wish to participate.
A nonprofit offers some unique benefits by not being a public agency. It can set benefits and compensation that
are different than public agencies, and have fewer or no long-term obligations (e.g., CalPERS, OPEB). A
nonprofit would also allow for better revenue opportunities. Despite a good history of entrepreneurial grant
seeking, as a public agency, SACOG is limited in the funds it can receive, and the region would compete better
in some cases if there were an appropriate nonprofit grant recipient. For example, the Mid-America Regional
Council received $500,000 in 2010 through its nonprofit affiliate from the Walmart Foundation for workforce
development. The Walmart Foundation, and many other foundations, do not give grants to government
agencies.
Given the potential benefits of establishing a new entity for shared services, staff would like to work with the
Ad Hoc Shared Services and New Initiatives Task Force to explore the potential business model of such an
entity. Given the unique benefits of a nonprofit, and the lack of such a structure available to SACOG or its
members, staff recommends focusing on that option in detail. Any further activities related to creating either
type of entity are subject to approval of the Board, and staff would work with the Ad Hoc Task Force to bring
any recommendations forward to the Board.

Appendix A: Background on Service Delivery Options
This document is intended to be used by SACOG to facilitate a discussion about the feasibility of
any particular shared service. SACOG staff will use this with city managers, county
administrators, and jurisdictional department heads as part of the feasibility analysis.
Starting the Feasibility Analysis
Developing any shared service arrangement requires engaging all stakeholders to conduct a
feasibility analysis. It is important to start with the highest level of agreement possible, as later
steps all tie back to the decisions about how to partner. A feasibility analysis can be as formal or
informal as the agencies wish. Generally, the analysis should get at the following questions.
•

What is the existing service being offered?

•

What is similar/dissimilar in how the service is being delivered by each agency?

•

Is there interest in expanding/shrinking the service?

•

What funding is available for any start-up costs for changing service delivery?

This process of selecting a portfolio of services to pursue ultimately should lead to services that
have the clearest value and a feasible path to implementation.
Once this process is complete, the parties can move forward with greater resolve, which can
translate into a framework for developing the service delivery business model.
Table 1 below provides a generalized overview of the four basic options or models for service
delivery. It divides the service delivery options into four general types:
•

Coordinating includes consolidation and/or sharing of specific function(s) by entity.
Coordinating is typically done between public agencies.

•

Merging includes combining specific function(s) and/or political entities into a single
public entity.

•

Contracting includes transferring management and execution of function(s) to an
external service provider (public or private).

•

Creating a New Entity involves transferring management and execution of function(s) to
a separate entity created to provide function. The new entity may be public or private.
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Table 1: Service Delivery Options

Typical reasons
to implement

Limitations/risks

Responsible
party

Coordinating
Consolidation and/or
sharing of specific
function(s) by
agencies

Merging
Combining specific
function(s) and/or
political agencies
into a single agency

Contracting
Transferring
management and
execution of
function(s) to an
external service
provider

• Reduce
redundancy
• Reduce costs by
realizing
economies of
scale
• Standardize
processes
• Improve
existing/add higher
level of service
Need for incremental
investments with
technology/industry
changes to realize
continued benefits

• Reduce
redundancy
• Reduce costs by
realizing
economies of
scale
• Share/lower future
investments
• Provide new
service

• Variable fixed
costs
• Eliminate
future/ongoing
investments
• Flexible capacity
• Provide new
service

• Lower benefits with
larger number of
merging
entities/functions
• Wages at highest
of pre-merged
levels
• Potential loss of
individual entities’
identities

• Smaller scopes
of work yield little
financial benefit
• Lower control of
day-to-day
service delivery

Single merged
agency under the
authority of its single
governing body

External service
provider according
to agreed upon
service-level
agreements and
duration

Shared (not always
equally) across
participating entities
under separate
agency authorities

New Entity
Transferring
management and
execution of
function(s) to a
separate entity
created to provide
function
• Share
risk/benefit
• Address
regional needs
• Provide new
service
• Make
resources more
affordable
• Lower control of
day-to-day
service delivery
• Lower
responsiveness
to local change
requirements
• Loss of
individual
entities’
identities
Separately
created entity
under the
authority of its
governing body

A more detailed listing of the tradeoffs with each model is provided in Table 2 below. The
tradeoffs among these service delivery options fall into three categories: fiscal impacts, nonfiscal impacts, and barriers. The tradeoffs are described generally and will vary from service to
service. Each public agency will also weigh these tradeoffs differently, so this is meant as a
general guide rather than a prescription.
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Table 2: Service Delivery Tradeoffs

Fiscal Impacts

Costs

Non-fiscal Impacts

Coordinating

Benefits

Benefits

Contracting

Medium – Varies
based on extent of
system/process
changes
Varies – potential
significant benefits
when one entity
has excess
capacity and/or
greater capabilities

High – Integration
costs can be
significant

Low – Spread over
number of years

Varies – potential
benefits when one
entity has greater
capabilities

• Reduce
redundancy
• Reduce costs
(economies of
scale)
• Standardize
processes
• Improve
existing/add
higher level of
service
Need for
incremental
investments with
technology/industry
changes to realize
continued benefits

• Reduce
redundancy
• Reduce costs
(economies of
scale)
• Share/lower
future
investments
• Provide new
service

Varies – savings
attributable to
personnel may be
small; greater
potential for savings
from scalable
systems
• Variable fixed
costs
• Eliminate
future/ongoing
investments
• Flexible capacity
• Provide new
service

Political

Low – Preferred
with high regulatory
constraints

• Lower benefits
with larger
number of
merging
entities/functions
• Wages at highest
of pre-merged
levels
• Potential loss of
individual
entities’ identities
High – Susceptible
to political
pressures

Funding

Low – Existing
funding should be
adequate to
provide service

Medium –
Additional funding
for start-up costs
may be a challenge

Risks

Barriers

Merging
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• Smaller scopes of
work yield little
financial benefit
• Lower control of
day-to-day service
delivery
• Higher
oversight/contract
management than
traditional inhouse delivery
Low-Medium –
Susceptible to
pressures for
services visible to
the public
Low-medium –
Depends on the
amount of start-up
funding required
beyond existing
service costs

New Entity
Medium –
Substantial if new
infrastructure
required
Varies – savings
attributable to
personnel may be
small; greater
potential for
savings from
scalable systems
• Share
risk/benefit
• Address regional
needs
• Provide new
service
• Make resources
more affordable

• Lower control of
day-to-day
service delivery
• Lower
responsiveness
to local change
requirements
• Loss of
individual
entities’
identities
Medium –
Susceptible to
political pressures

Medium-high –
Legal and other
costs not related
to service
provision may be
significant

SACOG

Coordinating

Merging

Low – Most staffing
options should not
impact existing
staff; shared
positions may
create
classification
issues, based on
individual agency
rules
Low – may be
done with nonbinding
agreements

Medium-high –
Changes to
existing staff
responsibilities
likely subject to
labor negotiations;
position reductions
a potentially
significant barrier

High – Assuming
reduction in
positions

High – Assuming
reduction in
positions

Medium – requires
formal agreement
between agencies

Medium – requires
formal agreement
between agencies
and/or solicitation for
services

Social

Low – least publicly
visible change;
lowest start-up
costs

Medium –
combining into a
single agency
necessitates public
education; may
face initial
resistance;
demonstrated
efficiencies may
reduce resistance

Economies
of scale

Medium – may be
difficult to scale
using existing
staffing

Low-Medium –
depending on how
staffing is
arranged, it may be
easy to add staff to
meet demand

Medium-high –
transfer to an
external provider
necessitates public
education; may face
initial resistance;
demonstrated
efficiencies may
reduce resistance;
additional potential
for resistance if
service provided by
non-governmental
entity
Low – easiest option
for adding staff to
meet demand, as
well as for reducing
staffing if demand
reduces

Medium-high –
requires formal
agreement
between agencies
and creation of
legal structure for
new entity
Medium – creation
of a new entity
necessitates
public education;
may face initial
resistance;
demonstrated
efficiencies may
reduce resistance

Cost reduction

Flexibility

Shared between
agencies, but more
responsibility on
agency delivering
service
(hierarchical)

Entity delivering
service

HR

Legal

Primary
Cost reduction
focus
Service
Shared between
responsibility agencies (nonhierarchical)
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Contracting

New Entity

Low-medium –
easy to add staff
to meet demand,
but entity needs to
be designed to
allow for flexible
staffing
Focus on service
delivery
Entity delivering
service
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Appendix B: Background on Governance Options
This document is intended to be used by SACOG to facilitate a discussion about the governance
options for any particular shared service. SACOG staff will used this with city managers, county
administrators, and jurisdictional department heads as part of the feasibility analysis, after
identifying the desired service delivery option. After the technical steps (developing operations,
budgeting, hiring, systems, rollout, and other steps) to developing an executable plan, there are
many important considerations when launching a multi-agency shared service arrangement.
Every multi-agency shared service arrangement will function differently, depending on the scope
of services and the business model. Some arrangements—especially when there is minimal
outsourcing or low levels of provision integration are taking place—will be relatively less
intensive to launch. Others—such as those that establish a new entity or merge multiple
programs into a new entity—will require a robust launch plan, as they are essentially start-up
businesses.
The direction taken on governance in particular is critical, because it molds the structure and
culture of the shared services arrangement. Governance sets and informs the shared values,
ideals, attitudes, goals, and practices that characterize the environment and guide collective
action. Governance is the formal structure and methods that bring the partners together in order
to secure resources, make resource allocation decisions, and make the business plan operational.
A key issue in this discussion is whether governance is performed by staff or elected officials, or
a blend of both. On this issue, one size does not fit all. Some services lend themselves more to
staff-level control (e.g., shared grant writer services), while others would benefit from elected
official input (e.g., economic development). The following questions may help determine
whether staff or elected officials are a better fit for governance:
•

At what level are operational decisions made (staff, department head, city
manager/county administrator)?

•

At what level are strategic/policy decisions made (department head, city manager/county
administrator, legislative body)?

•

What discretion exists in service provision (i.e., are policies set in state/federal law,
government charter, ordinance, regulation, administrative procedure, or completely
discretionary)?

•

What is the desired role of elected officials?

•

What is the desired method of public engagement?

•

What are the expectations of responsiveness from the public?

Regardless of whether staff or elected officials (or both) provide governance for a specific
service, there are several options for the structure of governance. Table 1 below provides an
overview of the tradeoffs between different governance options, organized by specific types of
service delivery.
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Table 1: Governance Option Tradeoffs
Service
Delivery
Specific
Service
Delivery
Options
Policy
Decisions

Fiscal
Decisions

Pros

Cons

Coordinating
In-kind
sharing

Merging
Fee-based
sharing

Contracting

New Entity

Legal
Contract
Contract with Contract with Contract with Singletransfer
with agency JPA
Non-profit
private
purpose JPA
to other
sector
agency or
JPA
Existing
Existing
Managing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
New entity
agency or
agency or
agency or
agency
agency
agency
agency
shared
shared among shared
among
agencies
with
agencies
existing
agency
Existing
Existing
Managing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
New entity
agency
agency
agency or
agency
agency
agency
agency
(none/limited)
shared
among
agencies
• Retains
• Retains
• Retains most Efficiency
• Retains all • Retains
• Retains
• Increase
of policy
most
all
decisiondecisionall
all
attention
making
decisiondecisionmaking
making
decisiondecisionto service
being
making
making
making
making
• Relatively
• Relatively
• Most
focused
easy to
• Easiest to
• Relatively
easy to
• Relatively
• Relatively
efficient
discontinue if
discontinue
easy to
diseasy to
easy to
(one
results are not
if results are
discontinue
disdisentity)
satisfactory
not
continue
continue
continue
• Maintains
• Increased
satisfactory
public
• Efficient
attention
• Efficient
• Efficient
entity
to service
represen• Efficient
tation
May
One
One
One entity
One entity
Transfer of
• Lack of fiscal • Many
require
agency
agency
delivering
delivering
decisionstake may
agencies
giving up
delivering
delivering
service,
service,
making
weaken
participating
some
service,
service,
while a
while a
power
commitment
may make
policy
while
while
separate
separate
decision• Multiple
and/or
another
another
agency
agency
making
agencies
fiscal
controls
controls
controls
controls
unwieldy
may make
decisionpolicy
policy
policy
policy
decision• Ongoing
making
making
governance
power
unwieldy
issues
• Ongoing
governance
issues
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Singlepurpose
nonprofit

Multi-purpose
nonprofit

Multi-purpose
JPA

New entity

New entity

New entity

New entity

New entity or
shared

New entity or
shared

• Increase
attention
to service
• Most
efficient
(one
entity)

Most efficient
(one entity)

• Most efficient
(one entity)
• Maintains
public entity
representation

• Loss of
public
entity
representation
• Transfer
of
decisionmaking
power

• Loss of public
entity
representation
• Transfer of
decisionmaking power

Transfer of
decision-making
power
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Appendix C: Brief Examples of Local-Regional Shared Services
Below are some brief highlights of different service delivery and governance combinations used
by other local governments and councils of governments. Attachment F of this staff item also
includes information about what services are offered by other councils of governments and
metropolitan planning organizations. Next year, SACOG staff will bring forward more
information on successful shared service efforts to the Ad Hoc Committee.
Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG)
• ABAG operates many affiliates, including nonprofits and Joint Powers Authorities
• All are staffed by ABAG (billed to the separate entity)
• All are governed by boards comprised of participating jurisdictions; each has one seat
(staff are appointed)
• Their joint insurance pool has cumulatively returned $20 million in rebates to members
over 20 years
San Mateo City/County Association of Governments (C/CAG)
• Existing Council of Government to provide county-specific services (i.e., outside of
ABAG)
• Travel modeling shared with Santa Clara County (VTA). Free service for member
jurisdictions; private entities charged $2,000 for use.
Sacramento Public Agency Consortium (SAC PAC)
• SAC PAC exists to give vendors one-stop information about public contracting
opportunities
• Members include cities, counties, local agencies, state agencies, chambers of commerce,
and nonprofits
• Participating agencies are required to provide in-kind staff time, but there are no direct
costs assessed
Ohio Shared Services
• State government shares centralized administration, financial services, human resources,
and technology services across all departments.
• 15-20 percent improvement in productivity
• $26 million in average annual savings (approximately 10% of the state’s $26 billion
operating budget)
Santa Clarita Library System
• Council decided to leave LA County Library System
• Contracted with a private company to run three libraries
• City Council serves as library board of trustees
• Annual savings of approximately $300,000 (cost for city-provided services: $5.1 million;
contract amount: $3.8 million; city budget for library materials: $1 million)
• City management believes it is consistent with their functions as a contract city
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Sutter Animal Services JPA
• Sutter County, Live Oak and Yuba City decided to form a separate JPA to build a shelter
and provide services
• Yuba City will become the lead agency as well as the employing agency for animal
control services personnel
• Decisions about the level and nature of animal care services will become the
responsibility of the SASA Board of Directors, which will be comprised of two members
from each jurisdiction
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